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Welcome

Issue 5, September 2023

to our fifth edition of Employment 

 Intensive Investment Programme (EIIP) Afghanistan News 

Brief,published to share news and information on EIIP 

Afghanistan project's activities.

The Special Trust Fund for Afghanistan (STFA) is funding this 
project and ILO is implementing it as an intervention for 
Promoting Employment and Decent Work through the 
Humanitarian
 We will provide you with a brief on our interventions to address
the humanitarian crisis through the project, and particularly
the efforts being made at promoting employment and decent
work through employment intensive investment programmes.
Our aim is to inform how the project is being implemented 
together with the people and for the people and will also include
human interest stories.  In this issue, we have an uplifting
story of Wahida Nemati, a widow who has benefited from the
Joint Enterprise Development–EIIP Afghanistan Programme 
which seeks to capacitate and link women beneficiaries 
associated to workers who worked in the EIIP projects to longer 
term livelihood opportunities. We would appreciate your feed

 Development Peace Nexus.

back as we hope you enjoy this issue. 

The project has been involved in the procurement and 
implementation of eight infrastructure projects in Shortepa district in 
Balkh province and Mardyan and Mangajik districts in Jawzjan 
province.  Works on the challenging 3.6 km Shortepa road 
project that winds along the Amu River continue, with 1 rehabilitation
project ongoing and 2 rehabilitation sections and a 10 km 
routine maintenance/ spot improvement project in finalization
stages of procurement for commencement in September 2023.
Preparations are also on way for 3 other rehabilitation projects
on a 3.3 km long road in Mardyan district and 13.7 km routine 
maintenance/ spot improvement works in Mangajik district 

within  Jawzjan province.

The commencement of the long-awaited National Examination 
Board in Occupational Safety and Health (NEBOSH) accredited 
course in Occupational Health and Safety (OSH) to facilitate OSH
in the workplace has been agreed to take place in October 2023.  

A collaboration meeting of the Northern Region Cash for Work

Plus Working Group was held on 23 August 2023 and attended 

by the ILO, IOM, UNDP, UNOPS and WFP, and which explored 

 mutual areas of collaboration, challenges, and solutions.

The collaboration between EIIP and its sister ILO Roads to Decent
Jobs for All Afghans (R2DJ4ALL) project to train women 
beneficiaries linked to the EIIP projects in entrepreneurial skills, 
and linkages to enterprises that will provide them with either
self or other employment opportunities for livelihood has 
commenced, with training already provided to 200 beneficiaries.
You can read about one of the beneficiaries in the Human-

 Interest Story below...

Figure 1: Excavation and disposal works using labour at the Road 

rehabilitation of Shortepa road 
Figure 2:  Joint Enterprise Development – EIIP Afghanistan GET AHEAD 

training conducted at the Amparatory Baran Hotel in Mazar-e-Sharif



Human Interest Story

“Wahida seeks to establish a larger handicraft business following 
skills training...”

  Source: Employment Intensive Investment Programme (EIIP) in Afghanistan which is a component of the STFA funded and

 ILO implemented Promoting  Employment and Decent Work within the Humanitarian-Development-Peace Nexus.  

Figure 3:  Wahida Nemati (right) receiving a GET AHEAD training certificate from the trainer (left) and inset one of the handicraft products she produces.
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